Welcome to the new Garden Games Limited catalogue. Garden Games is the world’s leading manufacturer of games for the garden. From outdoor toys for adults and teenagers, to activity toys for children, Garden Games make a huge range of play products. These are all designed to play beautifully and make recreational time in the garden and home fun and exciting.

In 1997, Garden Games Limited designed their first game for the garden and have since developed a market leading range of over forty fabulous games. From traditional games such as Quoits and Croquet to innovative products such as Giant Snakes & Ladders and our Racing Water Slide. Many of our products have become design classics.

Hi-Tower is the design model for all large tower games the world over. Designed by Stuart, it gives him immense pride to see other versions of the game using the innovations he created. Giant Connect 4 is also a design classic, looking superb and bringing a familiar game to a new audience on a truly giant level.

Garden Games Limited is known for genuinely giant games. For example, the giant version of Snakes & Ladders was in development for two years - ensuring it plays perfectly on a truly giant scale. Other giant games in the range include Giant Dominoes, Giant Chess and Giant Draughts.

The classic games of Chess and Draughts are brought to a whole new level when played in their genuinely giant versions - opening the games up to many more people than the original smaller sets.

Garden Games has designed each and every game with quality and playability in mind, constantly changing and improving the range and products to meet modern market demands.

Whatever families around the world need today to have a fun and exciting time in the garden, Garden Games has a product to suit all ages, abilities, tastes and budgets.
Click on a product name or product category to go straight there - or just flick through the catalogue to browse all products.
This game was the first and is the most popular garden tower game. This game is big on size and big on fun.

Build the tower and then take turns to remove a piece and add it to the top without making the whole tower tumble.

Made with pine wood from renewable forests, the wood is not only attractive to look at but durable and long lasting.

The tower builds from 0.9m (3ft 6ins) at the start of the game to up to 2.3m (7ft 6ins) in play.

Packed in a strong colourful cardboard display box.

The Giant Tower is a more compact and lighter version of the popular Hi-Tower game.

With the Giant Tower game, there is no compromise on height, keeping all the fun of the original Hi-Tower.

The Giant Tower has shorter blocks and no gaps when it is set up. It weighs under 20kg so is easier to transport.

Contains 58 pine blocks each measuring 21cm x 7cm x 4.5cm.

Packed in a full colour display box.
Mega Hi-Tower in a Bag

Mega Hi-Tower comes packed inside a zip fastening canvas bag, perfect for carrying the game around and for storage.

The Mega Hi-Tower in a Bag forms a 0.9m tower at the start of the game. The shorter blocks form a tower with a smaller base. The smaller base makes the game more thrilling as it can be harder to maintain the balance of the tower.

The game consists of 58 pine wood blocks each measuring 18cm x 6cm x 4.5cm. The blocks form a tower without gaps, which starts at 0.9m high and can be built up to 2m high.

Storage Bag

This optional storage bag is a fantastically simple storage solution for our wooden tower games.

The canvas zip close bag is designed to carry and hold securely either the Hi-Tower or Giant Tower Games.

The strong handles allow for easy portability while the durable canvas provides the perfect storage solution for your tower game when not in use.
The Up 4 It Giant Connect 4 is a great game which requires strategy, skill and of course a lot of luck! Players take turns to drop counters into the frame to try to form a line of four. While doing this each player also needs to try to stop their opponent from gaining four-in-a-row before they do. Standing 1.1m tall, with its striking colours, this game makes a real impact.

Made from hard wearing plastic for durability and longevity.

Jumbo 4 is made to the same design as the already popular Big 4 game. Jumbo 4 is a slightly more compact version, standing 75cm tall.

The lower height makes this version ideal for smaller children as well as older children and adults.

The Jumbo 4 also comes with a canvas bag to store the counters.

Big 4 is the largest of our giant connect four games. It is made from the same high quality wood as the Jumbo 4 but on a much larger scale. The frame is 1.2m tall, weighing 15kg.

The game contains 21 red and 21 yellow counters. Each counter is 15cm in diameter and 6mm thick.
Players themselves act as the counters in this garden version of the classic game and move up the ladders and down the snakes on a 3 metre square plastic mat - extra rules have been added to make this game more fun. With a giant inflatable die to determine your score, this is a family game suited for a variety of ages. The mat comes complete with eyelet holes and pegs to keep it fixed firmly to the lawn. Durable and substantial, this giant version of snakes & ladders really allows you to become part of the game. Packed in a compact 30cm square printed colour box with carry handle.

This giant game is perfect for parties as it is suitable for up to 30 players. Players throw the two giant inflatable dice to find out which part of your body to place on which colour flowers. Players “Get Knotted” with the other players to make the game more difficult as once a player falls, they are out!

Includes a giant three metre square play mat, pegs to secure it to the lawn and two giant inflatable dice. Packed in a compact 30cm square printed box with carry handle.
Fun for all ages, these wooden Giant Dominoes can be played indoors or out and come packed in a wooden box with a real rope handle making them an excellent gift.

The dots on each domino are colour coded, making the game suitable for little ones too.

Each domino measures 13.5cm x 7cm x 2cm.

The same genuinely giant fun can be had with these dominoes. They come in a handy carry bag and can be enjoyed both indoors and out. Dominoes have always been a great family game, allowing all ages and abilities to play together.

This version of the game comes in a nylon canvas bag with a zip fastener.

Each domino measures 15cm x 7cm x 1.5cm.
Cannonball Drop

This game takes the well known classic marble game to another level in this truly giant form.

Cannonball Drop consists of four cylindrical sections, designed to represent the turret of a castle. It has 24 straws in yellow, red and green and 30 blue plastic ‘cannonballs’.

This castle-themed game simply requires each cylinder to be slotted onto each other (no screwing required). Then the straws are slotted through the holes in the clear section creating a ‘web’ for the balls to sit on. The balls are then dropped into the top of the tower for the game to begin. Pull the straws out one by one - trying to let as few balls drop down as possible. The player with the fewest balls at the end is the winner.

The game is a total of 92.5cm tall and is 32cm wide at the base.

The game comes neatly packed in a box with a plastic carry handle measuring 33cm x 34cm x 38cm.
Pick-up-sticks is a game adapted from the traditional game Mikado - originating in Europe.

This version is on a genuinely giant scale and involves dropping a set of 30 brightly painted wooden ‘sticks’, each 90cm in length. Each player then attempts to take a stick from the stack without disturbing the other sticks.

The sticks are made from hard wood, with a high quality gloss painted finish.

The game comes in a full colour printed box measuring 91cm x 17cm x 17cm.
Giant Chess makes a stunning garden feature and an absorbing pastime. This is an exciting way for beginners or experts to learn and play this traditional game. Impressive and practical, this giant plastic chess set is one of our most popular games.

The all-weather pieces come in two sections to allow them to be filled with water and sand to weigh them down.

Pieces stand between 43cm and 64cm tall. Base diameter 24cm. Supplied in two strong unprinted cardboard shipping boxes.

* Mats and boards are sold separately.

Giant Draughts is just as popular as the Giant Chess pieces - a game suitable for all ages and abilities. The extra large pieces add a whole new dimension to the classic game.

The pieces are solid and durable and the set comes with six queening rods. The heavy duty blow moulded pieces can be left out in all weathers.

Each piece is 25cm in diameter. All pieces come packed in one unprinted shipping box.
The Giant Chess Board is suitable for both our Giant Chess and Giant Draughts sets. The board is ‘lawn friendly’ - made up of a crosshatch design which allows grass to grow through. This prevents the grass from dying through lack of sunlight.

Each of the 64 squares are individual rigid tiles which easily clip together to form a 2.8m x 2.8m square chess or draughts board.

An alternative to our Giant Board is the Giant Chess Mat. This again is suitable for both Giant Chess and Draughts sets and is made with a thick PVC material.

The mat can simply be laid out and rolled or folded away again when not in use.

The mat forms a 3 metre square and comes complete with pegs to secure it to the ground, creating a flat surface to play the game on.
Garden Chess is a more compact version of our Giant Chess game. The game has a full set of black and white chess pieces. The smallest piece is 20cm tall, and the tallest (the King) is 25cm tall. The base diameter of each piece is 9.5cm.

The game comes with a wipe-clean PVC mat which measures 1.2m x 1.2m.

The chess pieces are made from blow moulded plastic, and come neatly stored in a cardboard box with plastic carry handle and printed colour label.

Garden Draughts is a conveniently light and compact game. It still takes up an impressive 1.2m x 1.2m using the mat which is included with the set.

The set includes 24 blow moulded plastic draughts pieces and 6 queening rods so you can play this classic game on a large scale. Each draught measures 10cm in diameter and are 3.5cm tall.

Light and easy to transport - the game packs away in a cardboard box with a plastic handle making it easy to carry.
Funday Racing

A fantastic game incorporating a selection of school sports day races promoting competition and teamwork. Decide the design and length of your race course. Play individually or as part of a team and award points to 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions. The pack includes five race games and is suitable for any age or ability.

Included in the set:
- 4 x Adult Sized Hessian Sacks
- 4 x Bean Bags
- 4 x Wooden Eggs and Spoons
- 2 x Ankle Straps (for the three-legged race)
- 1 x Whistle

Party Sports Day

A fun party sports day set for active youngsters to make the most of the summer. This great garden game includes everything you will need for a sporty party.

Included in the set:
- 4 x Plastic Egg and Spoons
- 4 x Coloured Bean Bags
- 4 x Numbered Child Sized Racing Sacks
- 2 x Velcro Ankle Straps
- 1 x Start Line
- 1 x Finish Line
Players can re-live school days racing in our specially designed adult sized potato sacks. Each of the five sacks are brightly coloured and named for added rivalry: Fireball, Dozy, Fever, Wired and Mad Dog!

Each sack measures 102cm high and 61cm wide, so perfectly sized for both adults and children allowing racing fun for the whole family. Each sack is made from the best quality jute material with double stitching. The strongest thread available has been used to create these sacks, makes them extremely tough and durable.

The Sack Race comes packed in a canvas carry bag.

Jumping Joey sacks are a set of four brightly coloured racing sacks - each one numbered so you can play the game in teams or as a relay.

Each child will pick a sack, then after choosing the course for the race, start jumping!

Each sack measures 100cm high and 70cm wide. These lighter weight sacks are designed for use by children.

The game comes in a full colour printed display box.
This game takes the classic Space Hopper and makes it into a fiercely competitive game.

Players compete against friends on these adult sized space hoppers. You can have races, relay races or just bounce around for guaranteed giggles!

Designed in 3 bright colours (red, green and yellow), the hoppers are named Daredevil, Psycho and Hotshot to inspire fierce rivalry between competitors.

Contains three adult sized hoppers, each 60cm in diameter, a foot pump for inflation and a whistle.

This game is packed inside a full colour printed cardboard display box.
Limbo is a great game for all ages. Each player has to bend to get underneath the cross-beam. The beam is then lowered down peg by peg until only the most bendy person (the winner) is left standing.

This Limbo set has been designed with lower pegs, making the game more challenging and ensuring younger children can play as well as adults.

The Garden Games Limbo is 168cm tall, with 16 coloured pegs at 5cm intervals. The pegs start at 148cm and go as low as 73cm.

The game contains two wooden upright poles each in two sections fitting together - made from 2cm thick wood.

The set has coloured pegs, a two-section cross beam measuring 168cm long and two sets of feet for the upright poles. The poles screw into the feet with thick thread making it very stable.

Limbo comes with a canvas carry bag making storage and transportation simple.
Rounders is the perfect inclusive game - great for all ages and abilities making this game suitable for all family and friends. The Garden Games Rounders Set is a high quality rounders set with a solid wood rounders bat, four wooden posts, a stitched ball - all contained in a handy zip-up nylon canvas bag. The bat is hand-crafted from Ash wood, making this set of superior quality to many other sets. The bat is 45.5cm in length and each stump or base is 61cm tall. The high quality zipped canvas bag contains the set - making it easy for transportation and storage.

Cricket is one of the the most well loved sports games around the world. The set consists of a high quality wooden bat, wooden stumps, bail and a red rubber cricket ball. The ball features stitching, to make it look like a real leather cricket ball. The bat is perfectly sized to allow children to play this great game alongside older children and adults. The ball is also perfect for little hands. The set contains:
1 x Size 3 bat (72.9cm x 8.7cm)
4 x Wooden Stumps (53.3cm long)
1 x Wooden Bail
1 x Rubber Cricket Ball (6.5cm diameter)
1 x Nylon canvas carry bag
Croqkick Football Skills has been developed with the young footballer in mind. There are five different game ideas included with the set - involving dribbling, tackling and passing skills. This set will help children with their football skills on many different levels.

The set includes six brightly coloured arcs, a football and a handpump to inflate the ball. This also includes a nylon canvas zip-up bag so the set is simple to travel with and stored easily when not in use.

Kubb (or ‘King’s Game’ as it is often called) is a traditional Scandinavian game which can be played by individuals or in teams.

The set is made with high quality solid Beech wood, consisting of ten ‘Kubbs’, one ‘King’ (with red painted crown), six throwing batons and four corner markers.

The set comes complete in a bag with adjustable strap to store and carry the set in.
The classic French game pétanque has been popular for over 100 years. This set contains four pairs of polished metal balls, one jack or ‘cochonnet’ and a measuring cord.

Each pair has a distinctive set of markings, so you can easily pick out which balls belong to you. Played in teams or individually, although traditionally played on gravel or hard dirt the game can be played on grass, sand and most other surfaces.

The high quality metal balls are all contained within a hard metal case - so are very easy to transport and store away.

Boules in a Bag is a very similar set of high quality metal polished balls - simply contained in a canvas bag. This product is more economical, giving the same quality game as the set in a box.

The bag has individual ball pockets to make storing the Boules set away very simple.

The set contains a wooden jack and a measuring cord to help when deciding on who is winning during a game.
Skittles is another very traditional game still played all over the world today. The game has its origin in the European lawn game of bowls but the skittle itself has been featured in games that date back as far as the ancient Egyptians.

The Garden Games Skittles set includes nine hand crafted wooden skittles and 3 round painted black balls. The skittles are made from Birch wood finished in a polished laquer, making these extremely hard wearing.

The set comes with its own carry bag - complete with an adjustable shoulder strap so it can be packed away and transported anywhere. This game is perfect for a variety of ages and abilities and is quick and easy to get out for a quick game or a family celebration.

Each pin or skittle is 23cm tall and 7cm in diameter at the widest point. The balls are each 9cm in diameter and the zip close carry bag is 24cm tall and 23cm square - making this nice and compact once packed away.
Garden Darts is a great game which can be played in teams or as individuals. Extremely easy to set up, the game can be played anywhere by any number of people.

The set includes four target rings and one throwing ring as well as six giant darts. There are three games that can be played with this set, giving families both flexibility and variety.

Garden Darts is easy to transport as it is light and compact. Each dart is 32cm in length and made from metal and plastic with rounded tips for safety.
Quoits is a very traditional game - thought to have originated from games played in ancient Greece. This set is made from high quality real ropes with painted solid wooden ‘knots’. The target posts each have a brass thread to screw into the base.

The set has been finished in a high quality laquer to ensure maximum durability - making this a very attractive garden game.

The game comes neatly packed in its own canvas carry bag - making it very easy to store and transport.

Target Toss is an inflatable target game perfect for practising accuracy and skill when throwing.

The game consists of one large inflatable target - covered in various Velcro patches, each one with a number to ‘score’ points.

A really compact little game, it can easily be blown up and deflated - perfect for travelling. Packed in a colour display box.
Tin Can Alley is a classic fairground attraction - taking aim and skill to knock the tins down with the throwing bags. The game is simple yet addictive - consisting of ten bright red tins - each one numbered. They simply stack up into a pyramid ready to be knocked down. The difficulty can be increased by moving the throwing line further away.

The game includes three throwing bags in red, blue and orange and packs neatly away in its box ready for the next time it is needed.

The game comes in an attractive printed colour display box.
The Parachute Game is an exciting game suitable for any age but designed with children in mind.

The Parachute Game can be used for a multitude of games. The game consists of one brightly coloured ‘parachute’ with canvas grab handles around the edges and 20 colourful plastic balls. The parachute has a diameter of 2.5 metres.

There are so many different activities and games that can be played using this one piece of play equipment. The Parachute Game is amazing value for money.

Packed in a full colour printed display box.
Perfect for summer - the Racing Water Slide is a simple way of creating a water slide in your garden in minutes.

The slide comes with a hose attachment nozzle so once a hose is attached, water runs down the slide and sprays out of the bottom bumper creating a fun and exciting attraction for children.

The slide also comes with two inflatable boogie boards - allowing two children to slide down simultaneously - racing each other as they go.

The slide is 4.7m in length and comes in a full colour printed display box.
A new twist on the original tribal hideout. Our Wigwam is made with a strong waterproof canvas cover decorated in a fun and attractive design.

This play tent is a great for use indoors or outside in the garden.

The Wigwam measures 1.4m in diameter with 6 strong wooden poles. The tent builds to 1.9m high.

Perfect for all tastes and interests, this natural cotton canvas wigwam has a detailed and intricate Aztec pattern design, making it unique and attractive for all ages.

The geometric design is made up of many different blues, greens, greys and violets. The wigwam is 1.4m in diameter and 1.9m tall.

Our extremely popular wigwam is also available in a special camouflage print, giving the original wigwam a new lease of life as a stealthy hideaway.

This camouflage tent comes built with the same strong wooden poles and plastic connectors and is also 1.9m tall.

The wigwam is made with the same thick cotton canvas as all our other wigwams, ensuring this tent has an identical high quality appearance.
The Flower and Butterfly Wigwam features beautifully intricate patterns of flowers and butterflies on alternating panels. The wigwam creates a beautiful space for children to play in both inside and out. This wigwam is made with strong wooden poles which can easily be assembled and taken down again for storage.

The Fairy Princess Play Tent is an exquisitely designed play tent - based on the shape of a castle turret. It has intricate butterfly prints and flower patterns adorning the windows and doors. The windows and door each roll up and can be held in place using the cotton ties sewn into the inside of the play tent. The play tent measures 146cm x 172cm and is made with a strong wooden pole structure and strong nylon canvas.

This is another take on our original wigwam - the Pink Loveheart is brightly coloured and creates a lively, bright and fun den for any child. The eye-catching material on the Pink Loveheart Wigwam is made with nylon canvas, so can withstand a light rain shower if outside in the garden. Made with the same high quality, strong wooden poles as all our wigwams.
One of our biggest selling products - the classic tree swing has been designed and created for people to hang a tree swing in their own garden safely and securely. The swing has a pine wood seat, natural poly-hemp ropes and galvanised steel fasteners for maximum durability.

Tree Swing

Designed for taller trees - the six metre tree swing has extra long ropes to attach to a branch of around 6m in height (depending on branch thickness). The extra long tree swing has been designed using the same unique tree swing rope attachments and high quality materials as the original, shorter tree swing.

Six Metre Tree Swing
Hexagonal Sandpit

The solid hexagonal wooden lid was designed and created especially for our Hexagonal Wooden Sandpit.

It is designed as solid wooden slats held together with rigid wooden pieces.

These lay in two halves on top of the sandpit to keep pets, weather and debris out of the sand.

Three-Seat Hexagonal Sandpit

The Three-Seat Hexagonal Sandpit is a modern take on the original Hexagonal Sandpit. Built using a simple slot-together design with three edges that children can use as seats whilst they play.

This sandpit is made from the same high quality wood as the original but using a simplified design.

The sandpit measures 1.5m across and is 17cm deep. This sandpit also comes with a geo-textile underlay and PE cover.

Sandpits

PE Sandpit Cover included with sandpit.
The Wigwam Sandpit is an exciting way to combine one of our most popular play tent ideas with the creativity of a sandpit.

The Wigwam Sandpit consists of the same high quality hexagonal sandpit with the addition of a canvas canopy, surrounding a base of twelve solid pine wood poles.

The canopy poles are held in place by six brass brackets which are screwed onto the corners of the sandpit edge.

The top of the canopy is held together by thick nylon rope with six wooden ball spacers. The Wigwam Sandpit is 189cm tall.

The sandpit is 1.5 metres in diameter and comes with a geo-textile underlay.

The Wigwam Sandpit Canopy can be purchased separately for people to add to their existing Hexagonal Sandpit.

The canopy is designed for the Garden Games Ltd. 1.5m Hexagonal Sandpit.

The wooden poles are held together with strong PVC connectors. The 12 poles are 92cm in length and 2.5cm in diameter.

The canopy is 160.5cm x 159cm and is made from a cotton canvas with a waterproof coating for those light rain showers.
This is one of our most popular sandpits. The Square Sandpit with Seats is 1.2 metres square and is great value for money.

This sandpit has a wooden lid which folds up to create two solid benches - making it a complete sandpit package.

The benches give the sandpit a comfortable seating feature. The lid is also very useful in protecting the sandpit when not in use.

Includes a geo-textile underlay to prevent sand from washing away.

The Octagonal Sandpit is our largest sandpit giving plenty of room for children to play.

The sandpit is 180cm across and is 20cm high, offering a large play area for a number of children at once. It has a simple ‘slot-together’ system making assembly simpler.

The Octagonal Sandpit has four seats, one at each corner, giving children somewhere to sit as they play.

The sandpit comes with a geo-textile underlay and PE cover.
The Choo Choo Train is a wooden sandpit shaped like a train. The sandpit includes a canopy for protection from the sun and light rain showers.

The sandpit has been designed to stimulate the imagination and create a whole host of scenarios for maximum fun and developmental play.

There is a tunnel at the front of the boat for an alternative access point and the sandpit even comes with a functional wheel inside the boat. The sandpit also includes a cover and geo-textile underlay.

The Sand Sailer Sandpit is a wooden boat shaped sandpit with a sail, flag and even a ship’s steering wheel for that authentic sea experience. The boat has seats inside the main section which close to form a lid - protecting the sand when not in use.

The boat has a storage box which forms the bow of the boat - covered by a hinged lid which is the perfect place to store sand toys.
Lawn Croquet

This croquet set is a fun introductory set made up of four brightly coloured wooden mallets and matching coloured balls. These are both designed especially for children - the mallets are 76.5cm long and 540g in weight. The balls are 180g (6.5oz).

The set also contains a wooden winning post, six metal hoops all encased within a handy zip-up nylon canvas bag.

Cottage Croquet

The Cottage Croquet set is the perfect starter set for adults and older children. The set comes with four solid wood mallets, each 78.5cm in length and weigh 875g. The painted wooden balls are 320g (12oz) in weight.

The set contains six metal hoops and one winning post and comes in a green nylon canvas bag which has a shoulder strap as well as the standard carry handles. The bag also comes with rubber feet on the bottom to stop it from wearing when placed on hard surfaces.

Sandford Croquet

A beautifully crafted family croquet set - the Sandford set has two adult mallets (these are the same as the Longworth mallets) and two child mallets.

The set also includes two adult and two junior balls, six metal hoops, a large winning post and a set of four plastic croquet clips.

The set comes neatly packaged in a canvas bag with a shoulder strap and handles.
The Longworth Croquet Set is a high quality croquet set - designed with quality in mind. The Longworth 4 Player Sets come with four adult 12oz (320g) wooden balls, four full size adult croquet mallets (95cm long, 89cm long handles) each weighing approx. 1.2kg.

The Longworth is available in three different sets - in a canvas zip-up bag, toolkit bag or in a wooden box (far right).

All Longworth sets contain:

- 4 x Longworth Adult Mallets
- 4 x Longworth Balls
- 6 x Steel Hoops
- 1 x Winning Post
- 1 x Wooden Hoop Mallet
- 4 x Plastic Clips
- 4 x Wooden Flags
- 8 x Wooden Pegs/Yard Markers
The Townsend 4 Player Croquet set comes in a thick canvas bag, fastened with a zip. The set is also available in a solid wooden box and a handy toolkit bag (right). The Townsend set has hardwood mallets (97cm long) with solid wood mallet heads and octagonal Ash wood handles bound in high quality leather for better grip. The balls are full size and weight (450g/16oz) composite balls.

Each Townsend Croquet Set contains:

- 4 x Townsend Adult Mallets
- 4 x Townsend Croquet Balls
- 6 x Steel Hoops (11mm diameter)
- 1 x Winning Post
- 1 x Hardwood Hoop Mallet
- 4 x Plastic Clips
- 4 x Wooden Flags
- 8 x Wooden Pegs/Yard Markers
The same high quality Longworth set made for six players rather than the standard four.

The set includes:
6 x Longworth Mallets - 95cm in length
6 x Longworth Balls - Wooden 12oz/320g (red, yellow, blue, green, brown and black)
6 x Steel Hoops
1 x 6 Player Winning Post
6 x Croquet Clips
4 x Wooden Flags
8 x Wooden Pegs/Yard Markers
Nylon Canvas Zip-close Bag

The beautifully hand-crafted Townsend set also comes in a six player version.

The set includes:
6 x Townsend Mallets - 97cm in length
6 x Townsend Balls - Composite 16oz/450g (red, yellow, blue, green, brown and black)
6 x Steel Hoops
1 x 6 Player Winning Post
6 x Croquet Clips
4 x Wooden Flags
8 x Wooden Pegs/Yard Markers
Nylon Canvas Zip-close Bag
The Hurlingham Croquet Set is the highest quality Croquet set in our range. The set is handcrafted from the most hard wearing materials and created with a superb finish. This set not only looks beautiful in its very own polished Ash Wood box or Toolkit Bag, but it is made from the most durable materials, making this a set which will last a lifetime.

The sets contain:
4 x Rosewood mallets with brass banding and handles made from Ash wood - each 96cm in length (handles are 89cm long)
4 x 16oz/450g composite Croquet balls (competition size and weight) in red, black, blue and yellow
6 x Solid iron hoops in white, with one red and blue top (44cm x 12.4cm x 1.2cm), and one rubber hoop mallet with wooden handle
4 x Corner flags in black, red, blue and yellow with solid black metal posts
8 x Wooden yard markers measuring 15.5cm x 2.8cm and 1 x Winning Post measuring 54cm x 4cm
4 x Metal Croquet clips

This Croquet set can be bought as a set in a solid wooden box, or a toolkit bag for a more convenient way of transporting the croquet set. The toolkit bag has a pocket or strap for each item in the set - making storage simple.